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RECENT RESULTS FROM CLEO�Karl BerkelmanCornell University, Ithaa, NY 14853-5001, USA(Reeived February 6, 2001)The CLEO detetor at the Cornell Eletron-Positron Storage Ring isused for the study of the properties and interations of the b and  quarksand the � lepton. I will review reent CLEO data on b physis with speialrelevane to CP violation: B-meson deays through radiative and gluonipenguin amplitudes and the e�ets on branhing ratios and harge asym-metries of interferene between penguin and tree amplitudes in two-bodyharmless B deays.PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 13.25.�k, 13.25.Hw1. IntrodutionThe CLEO detetor [1℄ is a typial solenoid-based ollider detetor withhigh e�ieny and good resolution both for harged partiles and forneutrals (�0 and ). The data I am reporting were taken up through theyear 1999 with two on�gurations of the detetor, alled CLEO-II andCLEO-II.V. In both on�gurations the main traking element is a 1 me-ter radius ylindrial drift hamber. This is surrounded by plasti sintilla-tion ounters for time of �ight measurement and CsI sintillators for showerenergy measurement. These are all inside a superonduting magnet oilproduing a 1:5T �eld. Outside, embedded in the iron �ux return are threesuperlayers of wire hambers for muon detetion. In the CLEO-II on�g-uration the innermost traking element was six layers of straw-tube drifthamber, whih was replaed by three layers of double-sided silion stripdetetor in CLEO-II.V. Also the argon�ethane gas in the main ylindrialdrift hamber was replaed with a helium�propane mixture for better trakresolution at low momenta.About two-thirds of the data are from the upsilon resonane just aboveB-meson threshold, e+e� ! � (4S) ! B �B; the remainder from just belowthreshold. Table I lists the integrated luminosity for the four data sets. The� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1695)



1696 K. Berkelmandata inlude about 9.7 million B �B pairs. Sine early 2000 CLEO has beenrunning in an upgraded CLEO-III on�guration with a similar sized datasample, not yet fully analyzed. TABLE ICLEO data sets in fb�1.II II.V� (4S) 3.1 6.2below threshold 1.6 3.0CLEO b physis in the 1990's has emphasized two areas: (1) the deter-mination of the CKM parameters Vb and Vub from semileptoni deays andVtd from B0 $ �B0 mixing,
b �� ������� e��eHHHHHHHH ; u b d�d �bt�tand (2) the study of loop deay proesses (so alled penguin amplitudes)and their interferene with tree deay mehanisms.
b �� HHt � �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �; gHH ��W� s b W� s���������� u������� �u

Beause of time limitations, I will over only the seond area in this talk.



Reent Results from CLEO 16972. Loop dominated deays2.1. Radiative penguinsThe Standard Model forbids �rst-order b ! s �avor-hanging neutralurrent transitions. The deay has to proeed through a loop, alleda �penguin� diagram, involving the W and an up-type quark u; , or t.The �rst radiative penguin proess to be studied was the exlusive deayB ! K� [2℄. The mode is experimentally rather straightforward to re-onstrut with no serious bakground. Table II lists the updated branhingratios from CLEO. TABLE IIB ! K� branhing ratios in units of 10�5.Br::10�5B0 ! K�0 4:55+0:72�0:68 � 0:34B+ ! K�+ 3:76+0:89�0:83 � 0:28B ! K2(1430) 1:66+0:59�0:53 � 0:13Although the exlusive measurement is lean, the interpretation in termsof the b! s quark-level proess is loud ed by hadroni unertainties. Moreinteresting is the inlusive measurement of B ! Xs. It has no uniqueexperimental signature, however, and is vulnerable to large photon bak-grounds from initial state radiation and from � and � deays. To suppressthe bakground CLEO uses a neural net parameter that ombines severalevent topology variables and the �2 for the best Xs = K�;0 + n� hypothe-sis. Sine muh of the bakground omes from non-B �B events, we subtratthe rate measured in the data from below B �B threshold. The updatedresult [3℄ is:Br(B ! Xs) = (3:15 � 0:35 � 0:32 � 0:26) � 10�4 (CLEO) :There are more data in the pipeline, and I expet that the auraywill improve soon. The measured rate is onsistent with the next-to-leadingorder Standard Model alulation [4℄,Br(B ! Xs) = (3:71 � 0:38) � 10�4 (theory) :The agreement plaes strong onstraints on physis beyond the StandardModel ontributing in the loop: harged Higgs, non-standard ouplings,et. [5℄.



1698 K. BerkelmanWith the subset of the B ! Xs data sample in whih there is a favoredX�s = K�+n� hypothesis or a lepton tag from the other B we an measurethe harge asymmetry and look for diret CP violation in the deay. Thishas very reently been done by CLEO with the result [6℄ACP = b� �bb+�b = (�0:079 � 0:108 � 0:022) � (1� 0:03) :The asymmetry is onsistent with zero, as one would expet in the aseof a single dominant amplitude. This result restrits possible new physismehanisms in the loop interfering with the Standard Model amplitude [5℄.2.2. Gluoni penguinsThe gluoni b! sg loop proess usually results in a hadroni �nal statethat an be reahed also through a simple tree diagram. To be sure thatwe have seen a gluoni penguin we have to look for a �nal state ontain-ing quarks that annot be produed exept through b ! sg, for example,B ! �K.
B�b�u �� ��W�HHHH; t ������� s �; t� ���� �������� �sHHHHH s K�HHHHHHHHHH �uIn priniple, the annihilation diagram (b �u!W ! :::) and the penguin an-nihilation diagram (b �d! g ! :::) are also possible, but their ontributionsare expeted to be highly CKM suppressed. CLEO has now seen these de-ays and also the modes with K� (see Table III), using a likelihood analysisemploying distributions in MB ; �E; m�; os �tt, and os �hel. The rateson�rm expetations for gluoni penguin dominane [7℄, suppressed by theloop, by the g ! s�s fration, and by the exlusive/inlusive fration.



Reent Results from CLEO 1699TABLE IIICLEO B ! �K(�) branhing ratios in units of 10�6.B ! �K B ! �K�+! + 5:5+2:1�1:8 � 0:6 10:6+6:4+1:2+2:3�4:9�1:6�0:70! 0 5:4+3:7�2:7 � 0:7 11:5+4:5+1:3+2:1�3:7�1:5�1:6average 5:5+1:8�1:5 � 0:7 11:2+3:6+1:3+2:1�3:1�1:5�1:33. Tree and loop interferene3.1. Contributing amplitudesWe expet that many hadroni B deays to two-body �nal states notontaining harm proeed through two interfering amplitudes, a b ! uWtree diagram and a b! sg penguin loop. An example is B�! K��0.HHHHHHH������� ��HH������ HH�Æ�>
b�u �� ������� s�uHHHHHHHH uHHHHHHHH �u

b�u �� ��W�HHHH; t ������� s; t� ���� �������� �uHHHHH uHHHHHHHHHH �uIn terms of the Wolfenstein parametrization [8℄ of the CKM matrix [9℄, theamplitudes ontain:



1700 K. BerkelmanTree / VubV �us � A�4p�2 + �2 ei ;Penguin / VQbV �Qs � A�2ei� (Q = ; t) ;where the weak phase  is arg(�+ i�), and the strong phase � omes mainlyfrom �nal state re-sattering and the fat that the  � in the loop an beon the mass shell. There are typially also ontributions from eletroweakpenguins (replaing the gluon with  or Z) and from �nal state interations.3.2. CLEO measurementsMeasurements of the branhing ratios are not simple. Sine the sig-nals are small (Br<�10�5), one has to �x one's strategy for extrating thembefore looking at the data to avoid hasing after bakground �utuations.The bakgrounds are large and easily onfused. For the B ! PP modes theyome mainly from 2-jet e+e� ! u�u; d �d, or s�s. The B ! PV modes are alsovulnerable to e+e� !  � and b�b bakgrounds. We use the beam-onstrainedreonstruted mass MB, the energy onservation �E, and several measuresof jettiness to haraterize the andidates. These may be ombined into oneFisher or neural net variable. Then we do either a traditional ut proedureor a maximum liklihood analysis, using Monte Carlo signal and bakgroundsamples to optimize the uts and/or determine the probability density fun-tions. The non-B �B bakground is subtrated using below threshold data.Although it is not a problem in the urrent CLEO-III on�guration, dis-tinguishing harged kaons and pions at high momenta was di�ult in theCLEO-II and II.V on�gurations. We use dE=dx and the energy balanekinematis. The distributions for kaons and pions overlap in eah of the twovariables. In CLEO-II we get 1:7� separation from eah, and in CLEO-II.Vwe get 2� from eah. This allows us, for example, to make a statistial sepa-ration of K+�� and �+�� provided that the rates are not too di�erent. Thesigni�ane of the sum signal and the separation signi�ane an be gaugedwith liklihood ontours in the N(��) versusN(K�) plane (see Ref. [10℄ forinstane).The latest CLEO branhing ratio measurements [10�13℄ are listed inTables IV, V, and VI. In some modes there are ompatible results also fromthe BaBar and BELLE experiments [14,15℄.



Reent Results from CLEO 1701TABLE IVCLEO branhing ratios and 90% on�dene upper limits for harmless PP modes,in units of 10�6.B ! PP Br::10�6 B ! PP Br::10�6K+�� 17:2+2:5�2:4 � 1:2 �+�� 4:3+1:6�1:4 � 0:5K��0 11:6+3:0+1:4�2:7�1:3 ���0 < 12:7�K0�� 18:2+4:6�4:0 � 1:6�K0�0 14:6+5:9+2:4�5:1�3:3 �0�0 < 5:7K�� < 6:9 ��� < 5:7�K0� < 9:3 �0� < 2:9K��0 80+10�9 � 7 ���0 < 12�K0�0 89+18�16 � 9 �0�0 < 5:7K+K� < 1:9 K�K0 < 5:1 TABLE VCLEO branhing ratios and 90% on�dene upper limits for harmless PV modes,in units of 10�6.B ! PV Br::10�6 B ! PV Br::10�6K��+ < 32 ���+ 27:6+8:4�7:4 � 4:2K��0 < 17 ���0 10:4+3:3�3:4 � 2:1�0�� < 43�K0�0 < 27 �0�0 < 5:5K�! < 7:9 ��! 11:3+3:3�2:9 � 1:4�K0! < 21 �0! < 5:5K�� 5:5+2:1�1:8 � 0:6 ��� < 4:0�K0� 5:4+3:7�2:7 � 0:7 �0� < 5:4�K�� 26:4+9:6�8:2 � 3:0 ��� < 15� �K�0 13:8+5:5�4:6 � 1:6 ��0 < 10�0K�� < 35 �0�� < 33�0 �K�0 < 21 �0�0 < 12K�K�+ < 6 �+K�� 22+8+4�6�5K�K�0 < 5:3 �� �K�0 < 16�0K�0 < 3:6 �0K�� < 31



1702 K. Berkelman TABLE VICLEO branhing ratios and 90% on�dene upper limits for harmless V V modes,in units of 10�6.B ! V V Br::10�6 B ! V V Br::10�6�0�0 < 5:9�0K�� < 9:5 �K�0K�+ < 50�0 �K�0 < 19 �K�0K�0 < 10�K�� 10:6+6:4+1:2+2:3�4:9�1:6�0:7 K��K�+ < 70� �K�0 11:5+4:5+1:3+2:1�3:7�1:5�1:6 �K�0 �K�0 < 313.3. InterpretationThere are several qualitative observations that one an draw from thesemeasurements.� The branhing frations for the K� modes are more than three timesas large as for the �� modes. Sine the tree diagram is suppressedby �4 in K� and only by �3 in ��, this indiates that at least theK� amplitudes must be dominantly penguin. The �� is likely also tohave a non-negligible penguin ontribution. The small branhing ratioand the penguin �pollution� ombine to make �+�� less attrative forindiret CP violation studies than originally thought.� The �� branhing frations are larger than the ��. Although �+�� isnot a CP eigenstate, it may be a useful substitute for �+�� in indiretCP violation measurements.� The �0K mode is by far the most opious of the two-body harmlessB deay modes. In ontrast, the as yet undeteted �K branhing ratiois more than an order of magnitude smaller. No one antiipated this.A satisfatory explanationmay involve Zweig violating b!sgg; gg!�0or  � admixture in the �0 state (with b! W; W ! �s). The measured�K� branhing ratio may provide a lue.To be more quantitative, we note that the branhing ratio for a tree+loopdeay ontains an interferene term proportional to os  os�, where  isthe weak phase orresponding to � + i� and � is the strong phase di�er-ene, varying with deay hannel and depending on non-perturbative �nalstate interation physis. One has to ombine data from several modes,using isospin and SU(3) relations, to untangle the dependenes on � and ex-trat a value for . Triangle and quadrangle relations [16℄, inequalities [17℄,



Reent Results from CLEO 1703and model dependent global �ts [18℄ have been suggested in the literature.Fitting with a naive fatorization model [19℄ suggests  > 90Æ, whih on-tradits onstraints from B0 � �B0 and B0s � �B0s mixing data. If this wereto hold up, it would be an indiation that the weak phase does not omeentirely from the CKM matrix. However, �ts of the branhing ratio datawith more sophistiated versions of the fatorization model [18℄ an be madeonsistent with  < 90Æ. 4. CP violation4.1. CKM frameworkI am the �rst speaker at the onferene to mention CP violation in B de-ays, so I should summarize brie�y the Standard Model framework. Sinethe weak interation eigenstates are not �avor eigenstates, the amplitudesfor the �avor hanging weak quark transitions involve the elements of theunitary Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix [9℄ that onnets weak and�avor eigenstates: Vud Vus VubVd Vs VbVtd Vts Vtb .There are only four independent parameters, whih allows us to rewrite thematrix in the Wolfenstein sheme [8℄1� �2=2 � A�3(�� i�)�� 1� �2=2 A�2A�3(1� �� i�) �A�2 1 .We know the Cabibbo angle � � 0:22 and A � 0:8. Our ignorane of theremaining � and � parameters is best expressed as the apex of the UnitarityTriangle, representing VtdV �tb+VdV �b+VudV �ub = 0 and plotted in the omplexplane with the base (VdV �b) normalized to one.Im
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1704 K. BerkelmanThe lengths of the sides of the triangle relate to the b deay and mixingmeasurements noted on the �gure.An important goal of future b physis experiments is to re�ne the mea-surements of the sides of the triangle and independently measure the angles�; �, and  by measuring the phases of the b !  and b ! u amplitudesand the phase of B� �B mixing. This will omplete the measurement of thebasi parameters of the Standard Model, test its validity, and perhaps revealphysis beyond. We will also be able to tell whether CP violation omesonly through the nonzero imaginary term i� in the CKM matrix or whetherthere is another soure of CP violation beyond the Standard Model.4.2. Diret CP asymmetriesAs I have disussed above, tree + loop amplitudes an produe an in-terferene term in CP -averaged branhing ratios proportional to os  os�.The interferene an also produe a deay rate CP asymmetry (alled�diret� CP violation) proportional to sin sin�. Note that depending onwhether the strong phase di�erene � turns out to to be large or small, therewill be sensitivity to the weak phase  either in the averaged branhing ratiosor in the asymmetries.Provided there are enough data and the bakgrounds an be handled,the measurement of ACP is a straightforward ounting of harge onjugatemodes: K+�� versusK��+, for instane, or substituting K� for K, and/or�0; �; �0; �; ! for ��. There is no need to tag the other B, and sinethe time evolution is not required, there is no advantage in boosting theB �B frame by olliding unequal beam energies. This makes the study ofdiret CP violation a natural goal for the CLEO experiment at CESR.For �ve of the harmless two-body B deay modes there are enough eventsTABLE VIICLEO diret CP asymmetry measurements.ACPK��+ �0:04� 0:16K��0 �0:29� 0:23KS�� +0:18� 0:24K��0 +0:03� 0:12��! �0:34� 0:25 K� +0:018� 0:043� 0:004 0K� +0:020� 0:091� 0:010Xs �0:079� 0:108� 0:022



Reent Results from CLEO 1705to allow a measurement of ACP = ( �B � B)=( �B + B). The results [20℄ arein Table VII, along with asymmetries from two  (0)K modes [21℄ and thealready mentioned B ! Xs result.The harmless two-body B deay asymmetries are so far all onsistentwith zero. One an probably onlude that the strong phases � are not large.There is still the problem of un-tangling the dependenes on the strong phasein order to extrat information on the weak phases. For that we will needmore aurate data and more modes.4.3. Indiret CP asymmetriesAnother proess that is sensitive to weak phases is the CP asymmetrythat omes from the interferene between a single deay amplitude and B� �Bmixing, alled �indiret� CP violation. To measure the asymmetry one hasto tag the �avor (B versus �B) of the other B and observe the time evolutionof the deay, whih requires a boosted B �B frame and unequal olliding beamenergies. Indiret CP violation is therefore not easily observed at CESR.However, there are a number of CLEO measurements at CESR that arerelevant to the study of indiret CP asymmetries.The Standard Model predits zero for the phase of b ! ,  for thephase of b ! u, and � for the phase of mixing. The interferene betweenunmixed B0 !  K0S and mixed B0 ! �B0 !  K0S should therefore produeACP / sin 2�, provided that only b !  is involved in the deay to  K.The CLEO measurement onsistent with zero diret CP asymmetry inB� !  K� deay supports the assumption of a single b !  deay am-plitude. The orresponding hypothesis for B ! �+��, that it is a pureb ! u deay, is probably not valid, given the onlusion from the CLEOK� and �� branhing ratio data that there is sizeable penguin ontributionompeting with b! u.CLEO has now ompiled a good number of branhing ratio measure-ments for harmonium modes related to  K0S [22℄, some of whih may beuseful for indiret CP violation measurements of sin 2� �  0K0S and �1K0Sfor instane. These are listed in Table VIII. However, CLEO's angular anal-ysis of B !  (0)K�0(! K0S�0) indiates both S and P wave ontributions,making it less suitable for measurement of sin 2�.I summarize in Table IX the experimental data on sin 2� as of the time ofthe summer 2000 Osaka onferene, from early measurements on B !  K0Sat LEP [23℄, the Tevatron [24℄, and the asymmetri e+e� olliders [14℄, [15℄.From the omparison of the average with the value derived from data onthe sides of the unitarity triangle [25℄ (muh of it from CLEO) there is noevidene yet of a deviation from Standard Model expetations. Note thatthe unertainty in the sin 2� derived from the unitarity triangle sides isdominantly theoretial. Various analyses assign di�erent error limits.



1706 K. Berkelman TABLE VIIICLEO branhing ratios and 90% on�dene upper limits for B ! (�)K(�), in unitsof 10�4. Br::10�4 Br::10�4 K+ 10:2� 0:8� 0:7  K0 9:5� 0:8� 0:6 0K+ 7:8� 0:7� 0:9  0K0 5:0� 1:1� 0:5 K�+ 14:1� 2:3� 2:4  K�0 13:2� 1:7� 1:7 0K�+ 9:2� 1:9� 1:2  0K�0 7:6� 1:1� 1:0�K+ 6:9+2:6�2:1 � 0:8� 2:0 �K0 10:9+5:5�4:2 � 1:2� 3:1�0K+ < 4:8 �0K0 < 5:0�1K+ 8:7� 2:5� 0:9 �1K0 3:9+1:9�1:3 � 0:4 TABLE IXMeasurements of sin 2� as of summer 2000.sin 2�OPAL [23℄ 3:2+1:8�2:0 � 0:5ALEPH [23℄ 0:93+0:64+0:36�0:88�0:24CDF [24℄ 0:79+0:41�0:44BaBar [14℄ 0:12� 0:36� 0:9BELLE [15℄ 0:45+0:43+0:07�0:44�0:09Average  K 0:49� 0:23Triangle sides 0:72� 0:15. ConlusionsThere is now an extensive data base for understanding hadroni B de-ays: branhing ratios and upper limits down to the level of a few times 10�6,angular distributions for vetor modes, diret CP asymmetries at the levelof �0:1 to 0.2 for several harmless modes, and indiret CP asymmetriesfor B !  K0S with a ombined auray around �0:2. At the rate they arenow taking data the e+e� olliders operating at the � (4S) an expand thisdata base rapidly, and we an antiipate exiting new insights in the nextfew years.



Reent Results from CLEO 1707So far the data on�rm the Standard Model. In partiular, CLEO Bdeay data on�rm the expetations for �avor hanging neutral urrentsthrough the penguin loop amplitude. Essentially pure penguin proesseshave been measured for b ! s and b ! s gluon, and the results restritthe range of new physis allowable. The diret CP asymmetry is onsistentwith zero for the modes that one expets to be free of interferene: B !  Kand B ! Xs. Fatorization models of two-body hadroni deays haveto beome more sophistiated than the naive early versions in order to beompatible with the data.So far the various measurements that relate to the Unitarity Triangleappear to be onsistent: b ! `�; b ! u`�; B0 $ �B0; B0s $ �B0s ; �K ; (from B ! K�,...), and sin 2� from mixing-mediated indiret CP violationin  K0S . CP violation in B deay has been seen at the level of two standarddeviations. 6. Postsript: the future of CESR and CLEOThe CLEO ollaboration has reently ompleted and installed an up-grade of the detetor, now alled CLEO-III. The new omponents are:� a four-layer double-sided silion-strip detetor for preision trakingnear the beam line,� a ring-imaging Cherenkov detetor for harged �=K=p separation athigh momentum,� a ylindrial drift hamber, reon�gured to leave spae for the Che-renkov system and for loser beam fousing,� faster data readout eletronis.The new detetor has been taking data sine spring 2000.The upgrade of the CESR ollider has been proeeding in stages. Theupgrade inludes:� superonduting rf avities for high stable beam urrents,� improvements in positron prodution and in lina and synhrotroninjetion intensities,� upgraded vauum hardware to handle higher beam urrents,� superonduting �nal fous quadrupole magnets for lower �� at theinteration point.



1708 K. BerkelmanAll of this is operating now exept the superonduting quads, whih arefabriated and tested but not yet installed. The peak luminosity has tripledsine before the �rst of the four superonduting rf avities was installed; itis now at the level of 1:2� 1033 m�2s�1.Until reently, CESR led all olliders in luminosity. There is now strongompetition though from PEP-2 and KEK-B, whih have the advantageof being able to irulate eletron and positron beams in separate va-uum hambers. The luminosity reord is now held by PEP-2 at around3� 1033 m�2s�1. For indiret CP violation measurements PEP-2 andKEK-B also have the advantage of unequal beam energies. Provided theompletion of the CESR luminosity upgrade (the superonduting �nal fo-us quads) is suessful in giving CESR a ompetitive luminosity, there arestill plenty of good B physis opportunities for a symmetri-energy ollider:� improved Vb; Vub; Vtd, and Vts measurements,� rare B deays and tests of the Standard Model,� diret CP violation.CESR and CLEO will likely ontinue B physis at the � (4S), at least forseveral years.Meanwhile at Cornell we are examining the possibility of modifyingCESR to run at high luminosity (Lpk > 1032) at low energy, near  � thresh-old. This would allow CLEO to pursue preision D and Ds physis:� Vd and Vs,� D0 �D0 mixing and CP violation,� D(s) ! �� and fD(s),� rare D deays and tests of the Standard Model and Heavy QuarkE�etive Theory.CESR would also be useful for preision � lepton physis:� measurement of the mass of the �� ,� rare deays and tests of the Standard Model.The aelerator group is ontinuing its basi researh work on superon-duting rf avities for use in future mahines, suh as� a TeV linear e+e� ollider (TESLA, say),� a muon storage ring for neutrino physis,� a �+�� ollider.
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